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THE MINING CORPORATION OF CANADA, LIMITED

REPORT ON 

GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

COVERING

A GROUP OF 36 MINING CLAIMS ON FOX CREEK 

FLANDERS AREA, ONTARIO

LOCATION AND ACCESS

This group of unpetented claims (Nos. TiB.51299 to 51334 inclusive) 

lies elong the upper vatere of Fox Creek in the Flanders Area, Ontario. The centre 

of the group is approximately 8 miles north eastwardly of the Geco Mine*

Air transportation is the only feasible means of access. Float planes 

can be landed on Boot Lake, about one mile north of the property or on an unnamed 

lake just vest of the group. From there one can pack in. The means actually used 

vas by helicopter, based at Camp 12 which is about 40 miles by road south of Stevens 

on the C.N.R. This aircraft landed st the carap site on the west end of the small, 

narrow pond in the centre of the property*

A. QEQLOQICAL SURVEY

The geology was mapped with the aid of aerial photographs. Outcrops were 

tied in to the various picket line stations. Traverses were made also between the 

lines. Plan No. l shows the geology on a scale of l" ** 400'. 

Table of Formations

Diabase
Granite
Gneisaic Granite 
Grwiite Gneiss 
Amphibole Gneiss.
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( a) Amphibole Gneiss

This rock was found only in the southeastern corner of the group. It is 

a rether dark-coloured, veil banded gneiss. The ferro-magneslan minerals are chiefly 

amphiboles with hornblende the nost prominent. Before metamorphism this rock was 

probably E sediment. 

Biotite

This rock vas found ell across the northern part of the group and in the 

southeast corner. It Is not as dark in colour as the amphibole gneiss and biotite 

is the chief dark mineral. It, too, is probably an altered sediment. 

( c ) gneissic Granite

This rock forms most of the cliffs along the south side of Fox Greek, It 

is light in colour, fair to well bended. The predominant dark-coloured mineral is 

hornblende. There is a gradational transition from well banded gneiss to the 

equigranular granite from which it was probably derived.

(d) Granite

This is s typical, pink to light red hornblende granite.

(e) Dia.ba.se,

One diabase dyke was found, in the south western part of the property. It 

is one of the typical Keweenawan type quartz diabases of the region.

Shearing and Faulting

The rocks are quite massive. Although some shearing vas observed, it may 

be called more correctly lineation thfsn true shearing,

A number of possible faxilts are indicated on Plan No. 1. The supporting 

evidence is mostly topographic, i.e. narrow, elongated, straight walled draws. As 

will be seen later, there is further confirmation from the magnetic survey. One 

positive piece of evidence is the slickensides observed on the east eide of the 

granite outcrop at the south end of line GW.
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1. GEOPriYSICALu SURVEYS 

I Magnetic (See Plan 2)

Stations were taken with a vertical magnetometer, usually at 100' intervals 

along lines 400' apart. The usuel diurnal tnd detum corrections vere applied.

(a) Magnet i c Features.

(i) A narrow trough of low readings runs across the central part of 

the group. Its centre is at OE2B on the eastern boundary and at about IW23S on the 

vest. It IB more or lees parallel to end just south of the base line to the vicinity 

of line BE. Vestwerdly from here it swings raore southwardly.

(ii) To the north of the trough there is a "high" which is roughly 

300' wide. Its centre is at about OE5N on the eastern boundary and at about 

TW1?S on the vest.

(ill) South of the trough the readings are mostly lower than those of (ii).

(lv) There is a email "high" area in the S.l. corner.

(v) There is e small "high" area in the S.V. corner.

(vi) The south westwardly trending sweep of the contour lines is 

interrupted in places by cross breaks that runj

(a) north vcstwardly from near the south end of line NW to about RW29S.

(b) north westwardly from near the south end and more or less parallel 

with line AE.

(c) north eastwardly from the south end of line EE to about LE7S.

(d) north eaetwordly from IE9N to about the north end of line LE.

(b) Conclusions

In general the anomalies are essentially topographic. A comparison

with the geology shows that the readings are higher over areas of more extensive outcrop 

or where relief is more pronounced.

(i) This low follows more or less along the river valley. It is thus 

a topographic effect but it is elso en expression of the magnetic change along the contact 

between the more basic paragneisses and granite gneiss.



(ii) This high is an expression of the magnetic effect of the para- 

gneisses. It does not maintain a plateau effect to the north because of the gradual 

deepening of the overburden. Hence the magnetic effect of the covered paragneiso 

gradually fells off.

(ili) This area of somewhat lover readings than those in (li) above 

is caused by the underlying granite gneiss. Local anomalies within the broader area 

are topographic and/or en increase in magnetic effect as a result of an increase in 

ferromagnesian minerals.

(lv) This slightly higher area is caused by the underlying paragneieses 

which are more magnetic then the enclosing granite.

(v) The same comment as (lv).

(vi) These cross breaks give further support to the presence of faults 

suggested by topography, 

n.,.jSejL,f Potential Survey,

A considerable portion of the property was covered with the self potential 

method. As thie method is valueless wherever a permanent water table exists, such 

sections vere not examined.

Self Potential Featuree

An examination of Plan 3 will show th&t the readings are email,

mostly positive and quite without a definite pattern. This is quite understandable 

when it ie noted that it wep difficult to find even a speck of pyrite without careful 

exeminstion of the rocks with R hand lenee.

GENERAL COLLUSIONS FROM THE GEOLOGICAL AND fflOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

The geology is most discouraging. The rocks are quite highly metamorphosed 

and channel ways for mineralisation ere lacking.



The magnetic vork revealed no anomalies that could not be accounted for 

by a smell increese in mafic content of the rocke.

In that pert of the property where the self potential method was applicable 

there is definitely no appreciable sulphide concentration.

Respectfully submitted,

J.W. BRITTON 
Geophysicist

Toronto, Onterio, 
February 8, 1955. 
JVTBiN
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